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It's been a winter for the record books, but warmer

days are just around the corner. lf you're dreaming of
spring, escape into these pages.,,they're full

of gorgeous spring looks we've put together for you,

Plus a collection of unique jewelry and colorful

accessories that are just the thing to chase

away the winter blues,
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A. FLORAL SCARF
This beautiful watercolor scarf
in cool hues is the perfect accent

." with so many spring looks.

cMF-2223 $16.99

B. CROSS-NECK DRESS
Fresh mint A-line dress. Wear it
layered over capri leggings now,
then alone on warmer summer
days. Mint, Black (not shown).
S/M, L'(L.
DRES1045 $+g.gg

C. WIDE BRIM HAT
Floppy hat with a touch of metallic
woven in. Finished with a rope trim
for added charm. lvory Navy
(not shown).

cMH-1214 $16.99

D. MIA + TESS'" CIRCULAR
STONE NECKLACE
Strike just the right note with this
burnished, hammered gold tone
necklace that ends in a disc of Blue
Jade, Rose Quartz (see Fage 4).

AN0061 $19.99

See Bracelet
on page 1 5

F. ROSE GOLD SANDALS
Wide faux-leather straps of rose
gold add a warm glow to your
spring look. Adjustable ankle strap.
6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, g, 10.

ADDTSON $26.99
Available in select sfores and
online.

G. WRISTLET CLUTCH
Swap out the wrist strap for
the longer strap to turn it into a
crossbody bag. Turn-lock zip top,
interior pockets. Navy, Metallic
Pearl, Pink, Hydrangea (see page 20).
L8000 $29.99

H. MIA + TESS'" MULTI-STRAND
NECKI-ACE
Silver tone beads give way to
the deepest blue on this graceful
necklace, making it the perfect
finishing touch with spring's
many navy looks.

oN5289RHMON $rs.gg

.. EXCLUSIVE! ACE.TOP
MAXI DRESS
Creamy lace tops a long sweep of

E. MIA + TESS'" LONG TRIPLE- skirt in an intricate medallion print
STONE NECKLACE of pink, navy, and mint. Navy

A trio of colorful stones in different border-print hem. S, M, L.

, Shapes dangle from" a bea€*ed- MYD1 1594 $++.gg
4e chain. Blue Jade, Rose

Quartz.

AN0062 $rg.gg

See Sandald
on page 8
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A. CANVAS TIERED
FAN EARRINGS
A trio of burnished-gold tone
fan shapes dance as they
catch the breeze on these
modern earrings.

14180 $r 0.OO

B. TEXTURED DRESS
Lace detail at the front
and back yokes and along
the seams adds to the
appeal of this cute
denim-blue dress.
S, M, L.

LV10959 $39.99
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C. CHAVEZ FOH CHARITY BRACELETS
Live a charitable life is the mantra behind Chavez
for Charity bracelets. Each stretch bracelet features
beautifully colored beads adorned with a special
charm. 25% of profits are donated by the company
to various charities.
Assorted Styles $1Z.OO ea.

SPECIAL PRICE 3 for S33.00
Avai I able i n -store only

D, EXCLU SIVE! STARFISH.PRINT SCARF
Wrap yourself in this soft blue-and-white scarf
whenever you need to feel close to the
beauty of the beach.

EASC5057NV $16.99

E. STARFISH SANDALS
Look what the tide carried in! Leather-look
flip-flops topped with a gold tonestar{isih,---
Cushioned footbed. Navy, White. 6,7,8,9, 10.

81638 Navy $24.99
81639 White $e+.gg

F. STARFISH TOTE
Roomy mint tote with rope handles and a playful
stadish appliqu6 holds all of your essentials for the
beae-h anefbcyonfi*
51292 $24.99

G. EXCLUSIVE! STRIPE DRESS
Blue-and-white stripes give this easy-to-wear style
nautical flair. Off the shoulder look with straps for
extra ease. S, M, L, XL.

D12250A $Sg.gg

H. CANVAS HAMMERED LINEAR CUFF
Read between the lines and add a modern,
minimalist statement with this bracelet in hammered
gold tone.

15109 $28.00

I. EYELET FLOPPY HAT
Ped_ec'! for a .srurny day this floppy eyelet hat comes
with a faux leather tie for added detail.
cMH-l144 $16.99

J. MIA + TESS'" STARFISH WATCH
A trio of golden star{ish dance across the face of this
distinctive watch. Faux-leather strap in Dark Navy
or White.

9852 $24.99

See Sandals
on page 1 6
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A. FLORAL PRINT t .tr H
MAXI DRESS T - Ii

Soft pink florals give t. $*
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B.HooPNEGKLAGE frnff,,g I , P,,
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Faux-.leather - - 
.tr

-brossbody bag has
zip pockets on front
and back, zip toP,
chain detail strap.
Blush, Blue
(not shown).

BGW-15933 $29.99

See Sandals
on page 2
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PBINT
D. SCARF VEST
Crisp navy-and-white stripes top a fresh floral print
with a pop of bold color. Mint, Pink. One size.

EAVT8953 $rg.gg

Bffi
E. MIA + TESS'" HOWLITE PENDANT
NECKLAGE
A beautifully marbled howlite pendant hangs
from beaded strands of cool grey and white.

DPSNool HOW $eg.gg

F. FLORAL PRINT PONCHO
Distinctive navy-and-mint print poncho is trimmed
with playful mini pom-poms. One sizb

EAPC8945 $24.99

G. MIA + TESS'"TASSEL Y-NECKLACE
A mix of beads is accented with a swingy tassel on
this long gold tone necklace.

ANOOsoWGDGRY $Tg.gg

H. FUCHSIA TRIMMED MAXI DRESS

Swingy navy-and-mint floral skirt ends with a pop
of bright fuchsia pink at the hem. Comfortable navy
surplice top. S, M, L, XL.

D9235J $+g.gg

l. MIA + TESS'" FUCHSIA BEAD NECKLACE
Along, ge{4tone chain with fuchsia-pink stone
beads are finished with an elongated, hammered
teardrop of burnished gold tone.

YLN709011WGLPK $rg.gg

J.L. SADIE GREEN'S WIRE.WRAPPED
SEA GLASS JEWELRY
Silver tone wire wraps around frosty chunks of
colorJul sea glass in cool spring hues.
Aqua, Cobalt, lce (not shown).

J. APL-SG-EIH Drop Earrings $16.00
K. XCAM-CBII-SGSP Bracelet $24.00
L. XCAM-EIO-SGSP Swirl Earrings $te.OO
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